For a simply-connected complex algebraic group G of type A, D, or E, we prove (see [11] , Conjecture 19.2) a new family of total positivity criteria for partial flag varieties G/P , where P is a parabolic subgroup of G.
In this note we show (Theorem 9.2) that every reachable basic maximal rigid module in C P gives rise to a total positivity criterium. This leads to a (generally infinite) number of criteria. These criteria were previously known in the following cases : when P is a Borel subgroup, that is for the total flag variety (Berenstein, Fomin and Zelevinsky [1] , and [3] ), and when P \ G is a type A grassmannian (Scott [19] ). In all other cases, for example for partial flag varieties in type A, or for Grassmannians in type D and E, these criteria are new.
In fact, the proof of Theorem 9.2 turns out to be rather easy if one suitably combines information coming from several sources [3, 6, 8, 9] . The main idea is to use the algorithm of [9] , §13.1, to relate maximal rigid modules of [8] with positivity criteria of [3] (see below, Section 7).
Note that the criteria given here are of the form ϕ M (x) > 0 for some regular functions ϕ M on N attached to certain rigid Λ-modules M (their definition will be recalled in Section 3). Geiss, Leclerc and Schröer showed that these functions belong to the dual of Lusztig's semicanonical basis [16] of U (n) (where n = Lie(N )). Since Lusztig expressed total positivity in terms of the canonical basis of U (n), this gives some supporting evidence for the conjecture of [6] , stating that the functions ϕ M for rigid M belong at the same time to Lusztig's dual canonical and dual semicanonical basis.
Flag varieties and their totally positive part
Let g be a simple complex Lie algebra of rank n of type A, D, or E, with the Cartan decomposition g = n ⊕ h ⊕ n − . Let e i ∈ n, h i ∈ h, f i ∈ n − , for i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} be the Chevaley generators of g, and let A = (a ij ) be the Cartan matrix. Thus a ij = α j (h i ), where α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ h * are the simple roots of g. Let R denote the root system of g. Let G be a simply connected complex Lie group with the Lie algebra g. Let N − , H and N be closed subgroups of G with Lie algebras n − , h and n, respectively. Thus H is a maximal torus, and N and N − are two opposite maximal unipotent subgroups of G. Let B − = HN − and B = HN be the corresponding pair of opposite Borel subgroups (thus we have B ∩ B − = H). For i ∈ I and t ∈ C, we write x i (t) = exp(te i ) , y i (t) = exp(tf i ) , so that t → x i (t) (resp. t → y i (t)) is a one-parameter subgroup in N (resp. in N − ) and we denote it by U αi (resp. by U −αi ). The one-parameter root subgroup associated to α ∈ R is also denoted by U α .
The Weyl group W of G is defined by W = Norm G (H)/H. The group W is a Coxeter group with Coxeter generators the simple reflections s 1 , . . . , s n . A reduced word for w ∈ W is a sequence of indices i = (i 1 , . . . , i m ) of shortest possible length such that w = w(i) = s i1 · · · s im . The number m is denoted by ℓ(w) and is called the length of w. The set of reduced words for w will be denoted by R(w). The Weyl group W has the unique element w 0 of maximal length equal to r = ℓ(w 0 ), which is also the dimension of the affine space N .
For a fixed subset K ⊂ I, we let B K (resp. B − K ) be the standard parabolic subgroup of G generated by B and the {y k (t)} k∈K (resp. by B − and the {x k (t)} k∈K ). We let N K (resp. N − K ) be the unipotent radical of B K (resp. B − K ). Let X K := B − K \ G and π K := G ։ X K be the canonical projection. The set X K is a projective variety called a partial flag variety.
Lemma 2.1 ( [15] , §2.7 and 2.10). Let w ∈ W and let i ∈ R(w). Then the image of :
does not depend on the choice of i ∈ R(w). We denote it by N w >0 . When w = w 0 , we write N >0 := N w0 >0 . We are now able to define (X K ) >0 .
Definition 2.2 ([14]
, §1.5). The totally positive part of X K is :
3 The preprojective algebra Λ Let Q denote the quiver obtained from the Dynkin diagram of g by replacing every edge by a pair (a, a * ) of opposite arrows. Let
be the element of the path algebra CQ of Q, where the sum is over all pairs of opposite arrows. Following [12, 17] , we define the preprojective algebra Λ as the quotient of CQ by the two-sided ideal generated by ρ. This is a finite-dimensional selfinjective algebra, with infinitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules, except if g has type A n with n 4. The category mod Λ has the following important symmetry property (see [7] ) :
A Λ-module M is said to be rigid when Ext
be the onedimensional Λ-modules attached to the vertices i of Q. We let P i and Q i be respectively the projective cover and the injective hull of S i .
There is a close relationship between Λ and C[N ]. Geiss, Leclerc and Schröer [6, 7] have attached to every object M in mod Λ a polynomial function ϕ M on N . These functions may be defined as follows (see [6] , Lemma 9.1). For a multi-integer a = (a 1 , a 2 
k and for a multi-index i = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k ) ∈ I k , we write :
For a Λ-module M , we denote by : 
4 Total positivity criteria for N In order to know whether an element n ∈ N lies in N >0 , Fomin and Zelevinsky [3] gave a positivity criterium for each i ∈ R(w 0 ). First we construct w and w, two representatives of w ∈ W in G. Let φ i : SL 2 (C) → G be the group homomorphism defined by :
Define :
where s i is a simple reflection in W . If i ∈ R(w 0 ), then the following elements are well defined in G :
Recall that the weight lattice is the set of all weights γ ∈ h * such that γ(h i ) ∈ Z for all i. It has a Z-basis formed by the fundamental weights ̟ 1 , . . . , ̟ n defined by ̟ i (h j ) = δ ij . Every such weight γ gives rise to a multiplicative character a → a γ of the maximal torus H; this character is given by exp(h) γ = e γ(h) (h ∈ h). Let G 0 be the subset of G whose elements admit a gaussian reduction, that is for all g ∈ G 0 , one can write
Let (∆ ̟i ) i∈I be the regular functions on G which satisfy the following condition :
, Definition 1.4). Let u, v ∈ W and i ∈ I. For x ∈ G, put :
These functions are called generalized minors of x. We denote by
is nothing else but the classical minor of x of size i corresponding to the submatrix with row set {u(1), u (2), . . . , u(i)} and column set {v(1), v (2), . . . , v(i)} (where we identify u and v to permutations of {1, . . . , n}).
. For all l ∈ I, put :
This is the right-most index of i equal to l. The next lemma is straightforward.
. . , i r ) ∈ R(w 0 ) and l ∈ I. We have :
The minors ∆ ̟i t l ,si r si r−1 ...si t l +1 (̟i t l ) in the preceding lemma are precisely those which appear in [3] , formulas (1.18) and (1.23), where u = e, v = w 0 , i = (i r , . . . , i 1 ) is written backwards, and k = t l for some l ∈ I.
to be the subset of {1, . . . , r} where we remove all the t l , for l ∈ I, and let :
In [3] formula (1.23), the set F (i) is equal to the union of F (i) and
(for l ∈ I). But the restriction to N of those last generalized minors being equal to 1 (hence positive), we will not need them. >0 , we can state :
Operations on Λ-modules
be the multiplicity of the simple S i in the socle of M . We put :
We now recall from [9] the definition of soc (i k ,...,i1) (X). Note that S
Definition 5.2 ([9] §2.4). For a Λ-module X and an index j, 1 j n, we define soc (j) (X) := soc Sj (X) to be the sum of all submodules U of X which are isomorphic to S j . For (j 1 , . . . , j t ) ∈ I t , there is a unique chain
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 5.3. For a Λ-module X and for (j 1 , . . . , j t ) ∈ I t , we have :
..,jt) (X). The additive functor E † i satisfies some relations related to braid relations (see [8] 
does not depend on i.
Let S be the self-duality of mod Λ introduced in [10] , §1.7. The formula : 
Maximal rigid modules and their mutations
Recall that r is the dimension of the affine space N . This is also the number of elements of every cluster of C[N ] (if we include the frozen variables). Geiss and Schröer have shown [13] that the number of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands of a rigid Λ-module is bounded above by r. A rigid module with r non-isomorphic indecomposable summands is called maximal.
Let T = T 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ T r be a maximal rigid module in mod Λ, where every T i is indecomposable. Define B = End Λ T , a basic finite-dimensional algebra with simple modules b i (1 ≤ i ≤ r). Denote by Γ(T ) the Gabriel-quiver of B, that is, the quiver with vertex set {1, . . . , r} and d ij arrows from i to j, where
). This Σ(T ) will play the role of an initial seed for a geometric cluster algebra structure on C[N ]. Here, by geometric, we mean that the quiver Γ(T ) encodes all the information for the mutation process, or equivalently, that the Fomin-Zelevinsky's mutation matrix is skew-symmetric with associated quiver Γ(T ).
Theorem 6.1 ([6] ). Let T = T 1 ⊕· · ·⊕T r be a maximal rigid Λ-module. Let T k be a non-projective indecomposable summand of T . There exists a unique indecomposable module T * k
The maximal rigid module (T /T k ) ⊕ T * k is called the mutation of T in direction k, and is denoted by µ k (T ).
Theorem 6.2 ([6]).
We have Σ(µ k (T )) = µ k (Σ(T )), where in the right-hand side µ k stands for the Fomin-Zelevinsky seed mutation for the cluster algebra structure on C[N ].
Construction of some maximal rigid Λ-modules
In this section, we will recall the definition of the maximal rigid Λ-modules T † i of [8] §5.3 and V i of [9] §9.8, and we will see the relations between them and the set F (i) (see Definition 4.4).
7.1
Let i = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r ) ∈ R(w 0 ). If m ∈ −I = {−n, . . . , −1}, then we let M m := Q −m be the indecomposable injective rigid module. If m ∈ e(i), then we set M m := E † i1 . . . E † im (Q im ). Define :
Note that this Λ-module coincide with the maximal rigid Λ-module T † i defined in [8] §5.3 (see also the proof of [8] , proposition 6.1).
7.2
Let i = (i r , . . . , i 1 ) ∈ R(w 0 ) (beware that we reverse the order of the indices here). Following [9] §9.8, we put
V k (see Definition 5.2 and [9] §2.4 ; here we use our notation Q j for the injective modules instead of the notationÎ j in [9] ). Let
where This theorem (together with Theorem 6.2) allows to lift to mod Λ the geometric cluster algebra structure on C[N ].
7.3
For a multi-index i = (i 1 , . . . , i l ), we let m(i) := (i l , . . . , i 2 , i 1 ) be the mirror image of i. 
Proof : We have that
It only remains to show that the sets −I ∪ e(i) and k − 1 k r coincide. Indeed, they both have cardinality r, so it is enough to show that −I ∪ e(i) is contained in k − 1 k r . Now, if j ∈ I and s is the smallest index k in i such that i k = j (such an s exists because i ∈ R(w 0 )), then s − = −j, hence −I ⊂ k − 1 k r . Finally, if j ∈ e(i), it means that j = t l for all l ∈ I, hence there exists some index s (which is the smallest index k > j such that i k = i j ) such that s − = j, hence e(i) ⊂ k − 1 k r and we are done. 
7.4
We end this section by relating the module V i of §7.2 to the positivity criterium of Theorem 4.5. Proof : By [9] , proposition 9.1, we have for 1 k r :
Note that, in contrast with [9] §9, our i is written backwards here. The two setsF (i) and {ϕ V1 , . . . , ϕ Vr } have same cardinality r, thus we will only prove that the setF (i) is included in {ϕ V1 , . . . , ϕ Vr }. First, let j ∈ I, then D ̟j ,w0(̟j ) = D ̟j ,si r ...si 1 (̟j ) , and if t stands for the smallest index k such that i k = j, we have s it−1 . . . s i1 (̟ j ) = ̟ j , hence D ̟j ,w0(̟j ) = D ̟i t ,si r ...si t (̟i t ) , which prove that D ̟j ,w0(̟j ) j ∈ I is included in {ϕ V1 , . . . , ϕ Vr }.
Next, let k ∈ e(i). Hence there exists an index k + which is the smallest index j > k such that
of Sub Q J Let K be a fixed subset of I as in Section 2. We denote by W K the subgroup of W generated by the {s k } k∈K , and w K 0 the element of W K of maximal length equal to r K = ℓ(w K 0 ). We let R(w 0 , K) be the set of reduced words for w 0 that are adapted to K, that is if i = (i 1 , . . . , i r ) is in R(w 0 , K), then w(i) = w 0 and w(i 1 , . . . , i rK ) = w K 0 . For J := I − K, we write Q J := j∈J Q j and Sub Q J is the full subcategory of mod Λ whose objects are isomorphic to a submodule of a sum of a finite number of copies of Q J . Let i ∈ R(w 0 , K). Following [8] , §9.3, we construct the object U
= max { t r K | i t = k}, and for j ∈ J, let t (K) j := −j. Now define :
It is proved in [8] , Proposition 7.3, §9.2 and 9.3, that U
Proof : Fix a Λ-module X ∈ Sub Q J . The group B − K ∩ N is the subgroup of N generated by the x i (t) for i ∈ K and t ∈ C. Hence we have to prove that for each n ∈ N , each k ∈ K and each t ∈ C, ϕ X (x k (t)n) = ϕ X (n). Write n = x i1 (t 1 )x i2 (t 2 ) . . . x i l (t l ). Then, according to Lemma 3.1 :
Recall (see Section 3) that χ i a ,X is the Euler characteristic of the variety of all composition series of X :
where the a 0 first quotients X l /X l−1 are isomorphic to S k (and k ∈ K), the a 1 next quotients are isomorphic to S i1 , etc. But X belongs to Sub Q j and hence has no simple S k in its socle. It forces a 0 to be 0 in the preceding formula, and we get :
where j = (i 1 , . . . , i l ). But : As shown in [9] , lemma 17.1, we have N K = N (w 0 w K 0 ). Similarly, we have :
. We know (see [9] , definition 5. 
Let us denote
there is a unique n ∈ N K . All the above maps being regular, we get an isomorphism between , form an initial cluster for a cluster algebra structure on
Hence it is enough to formulate our positivity criteria for elements y of π K (N K ). 2). Let y ∈ X K and suppose that y = π K (n), where n ∈ N K . Fix i ∈ R(w 0 , K) and let W = W 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ W rK be a maximal rigid module in Sub Q J mutationequivalent to U (K) i . Then :
There exists some x ∈ N >0 such that y = π K (x). Thanks to theorem 4.5 and lemma 7.4, we have ϕ V k (x) > 0 for all indecomposable summands V k of V m(i) . But V m(i) and T † i are mutation-equivalent by theorem 7.3, hence ϕ M k (x) > 0 for all indecomposable summands M k , k = 1, . . . , r of T † i . (Indeed, by definition of the Fomin-Zelevinsky mutations, each function ϕ M k is a subtraction-free rational expression in the functions ϕ V k .) Thanks to lemma 9.1, there exists some n ∈ N K such that y = π K (n). By lemma 8.1, all the functions
Conversely, when
. Since the application from N >0 to R r >0 which maps x to ϕ T † 1
r and the first r K summands of T † i coincide with the summands of U
Recall that ϕ U1 , . . . , ϕ Ur K is a seed for the cluster algebra structure
Note that we proved the conjecture 19.2 of [11] only in the case where W = W 1 ⊕ · · ·⊕ W rK is a maximal rigid module in Sub Q J mutation-equivalent to U (K) i (such a module is called reachable).
It remains an open problem to know whether every maximal rigid module in Sub Q J is reachable or not.
Examples

10.1
This first example shows that the positivity of all Plücker coordinates is not a sufficient condition for total positivity. We take g = sl 4 of type A 3 .
Here I = {1, 2, 3}. We take K = {2}, hence J = {1, 3}, and the partial flag variety is :
We have :
Let i := (2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 3) ∈ R(w 0 , K). We have e(i) = {1, 2, 3},
The indecomposable (rigid) injectives in mod Λ are :
Here we use the same convention for representing Λ-modules as explained in [9] §2.4. Following [8] §9.3, we get the three other indecomposable rigid modules in Sub Q J (associated to i) :
The cluster algebra C[N K ] is of type A 1 × A 1 . We have that 1 ∈ I K , hence M 1 is indecomposable injective, and so ϕ M1 is a coefficient in the cluster algebra C[F 1,3 ], and thus belongs to all clusters. But the socle of M 1 is not simple, it means that ϕ M1 is not a flag minor. The calculation gives : 
is an initial seed for the cluster algebra structure on C[N K ]. This cluster gives rise to the following positivity criterium :
Note that the last two inequalities implies n 24 < 0. Note also that if a flag in 
10.2
We take g of type D 4 , so I = {1, 2, 3, 4}. We label the Dynkin diagram so that the central vertex is 3. We will denote by Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 and Q 4 the projective modules in mod Λ, that is :
We take K = {1, 2, 3}, J = {4} and i = (1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3, 4) ∈ R(w 0 , K). Here we have e(i) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, I K = {−4, 4, 5, 6} and e K (i) = {7, 8}. First we will compute the module T m(i) . Note that m(i) = (4, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1). We get : 
Then, we compute T † i : We can see that :
that is, T m(i) = T † i , which illustrates Lemma 7.2. Here, U gives the following positivity criterium (thanks to Theorem 9.2) :
Recall that one can realize every irreducible highest weight g-module L(λ) as a subspace of C[N ] (see [11] , §8). The dual of Lusztig's semicanonical basis for L(̟ 4 ) (seen as a subspace of C[N ]) consists on the functions ϕ N7 , ϕ N8 , ϕ N5 , ϕ N4 , ϕ Y , ϕ V7 , ϕ Q4 and the constant function 1 (these eight functions are the Plücker coordinates of the flag variety), where Y is the following Sub Q 4 -module :
The cluster algebra C[N K ] comes with only two mutation relations : ϕ N7 ϕ V7 = ϕ N6 + ϕ Q4 and ϕ N8 ϕ Y = ϕ N6 + ϕ N4 ϕ N5 . We see that if x ∈ (X K ) >0 and n ∈ N K is such that π K (n) = x, then ϕ Y (n) > 0 and ϕ V7 (n) > 0 (thanks to the preceding mutation relations), hence all the Plücker coordinates of n are positive. But the converse is not true, since the positivity of these Plücker coordinates do not imply the positivity of ϕ N6 which is needed in all positivity criteria (since ϕ N6 is a coefficient of the cluster algebra). Since ϕ N6 is not in L(̟ 4 ) but is in L(2̟ 4 ), the hypothesis of [14] theorem 3.4 can not be weakened, in contradiction with what is stated in the note of [14] §3.12.
